Sindlesham Court

Covid 19 – Briefing ahead of restarting Masonic Meetings
The Berkshire Masonic Centre is very happy to finally be welcoming Freemasonry back to its natural
Berkshire home. It has been a long time coming and we are keen to see it as busy and vibrant as it
was as recently as early March. But it is important to note that much has had to change to comply
with current restriction rules to keep your members and our staff safe, and that these may well be in
place for some time to come. Indeed it may feel strange at first; you will not have the freedom to
move around the building as you once did, you will not be able to mingle freely as you once did, you
will not be able to use the facilities as you once did, you may well not be able to do some of the
things you once did at Sindlesham. But this will not last forever.
We, like you, hope normality will resume as soon as the pandemic recedes far enough and a vaccine
is widely available and proven. We recognise that many may well feel nervous or unsafe in coming
back to Sindlesham for the first time in a while, and we will do all we can to help. But we all have to
follow certain rules to help keep everyone safe. In particular, please be aware that 2m social
distancing will at all times be enforced where and whenever possible.
Being based on legal requirements, we need to be clear and you must make it clear to your
members, that compliance is not optional. The PGM has confirmed that disregarding or deliberately
breaching the rules being put in place for all our safety, will at best mean your Lodge will be unable
to meet, or worse, will be considered to have brought Freemasonry into disrepute and may carry
consequences for individuals and Masonic Units.
You are strongly advised not to issue your Summons before you have spoken to Sindlesham and
confirmed the day, time and room available for your meeting. It may not be on your ‘usual’ day, time
or room.
Please note also, that due to the restrictions on distancing, room sizes, ventilations and numbers
allowed, we will not yet be offering LOIs, COIs, or Rehearsal bookings. We will consider
accommodating small committee meetings during office hours on a case-by-case basis, although you
are reminded that these should still happen virtually if possible in preference to face-to-face.
This briefing and the guidance it contains is supported by all heads of Orders meeting in Berkshire.
These temporary arrangements will remain in place until all UK COVID related restrictions are
removed or UGLE guidance changes. They will therefore also be subject to review and amendment
as things change, and will be reissued when appropriate.
All reference to a “Lodge” herein encompasses all Masonic Orders and units meeting at Sindlesham,
and roles such as Secretary, DC or Tyler refers to their equivalents in each Order.
Neil Harvey, Managing Director
Peter Sands, Chairman

Responsibilities of the Lodge, Lodge Secretary and or Director of Ceremonies
Prior to the meeting
1) Sindlesham Court will contact Lodge Secretaries ahead of all meetings to discuss the following
requirements. Your meeting cannot proceed until this discussion has taken place and all the
below pre-requested assurances are given.
2) Sindlesham will issue this briefing document to Secretaries ahead of all meetings. As there are
legal requirements, you will need to share it with and explain it to, all your attending members
before the meeting. Particular the restrictions applying to arrival times & robing arrangements.
3) Sindlesham will require written confirmation (email is acceptable) that:
a. These instructions have been received and that they have been briefed to your
members ahead of the meeting.
b. Lodge Members have been advised that if they are showing any cold or flu-like
symptoms they MUST NOT attend, regardless of their office or role, and in line with
Government guidance should self-isolate for the appropriate period.
4) Compliance with these instructions and those notified throughout the building itself, is not
optional, and we urge you to remind your members of this. The PGM has confirmed that
disregarding or deliberately breaching the rules being put in place for all our safety, will at best
mean your Lodge will be unable to meet, or worse, will be considered to have brought
Freemasonry into disrepute and will carry consequences for individuals and Masonic Units.
5) The building as a whole is currently restricted to 100 attendees at any one time, inclusive of staff
and commercial or Masonic events and limited to 30 in any one room. In reality, many rooms
will have far lower capacities. This is mainly due to the difficulties of maintaining distancing rules
in several common areas and walkways, and consequent difficulties in regularly sanitising areas
before, during and after use.
6) Accordingly, Sindlesham may need to stagger start times and limit the duration of meetings to
prevent attendance overlaps and interaction or exceeding the overall numbers. It may on
occasion even be necessary to change the day of the meeting.
It is therefore essential that Secretaries speak to Sindlesham before issuing a summons with a
date and start time, which may need to be changed from its usual slot.
If it becomes necessary to move the day of a meeting, Sindlesham will notify the Province who
will liaise with Lodge Secretaries on any dispensations required, to be issued free of charge.
7) At least 2 workings days before the planned meeting, you must advise Sindlesham Court of the
number of members attending (which cannot then be increased), their names and a contact
number. Please note:
a. While the maximum number legally allowed to attend in any case is 30, it may well be
less, depending on the room allocated and numbers of other attendees in the building.
b. Meetings will not be permitted to proceed if more than 30 brethren attempt to attend.
8) At the time of confirming the meeting details, you must advise Sindlesham of the business to be
undertaken at the meeting and how long you expect the meeting to be. A copy of the agenda is
probably the easiest way to achieve this.
9) Contact surfaces in your allocated room will be cleaned prior to the meeting taking place.
10) Current UGLE guidelines do not allow festive boards, or 3rd degree ceremonies.

On the day of the meeting
Car Parking
11) Until further notice the Grand Officers’ car park is closed and the entrance door restricted to use
for emergency exit only. All parking for all members is in the main car park only, where rules on
distancing and group sizes apply and may be monitored.
Face Covering and Gloves
12) Provincial advice currently requires that a face mask or covering must be worn at meetings.
Members should bring their own masks. Sindlesham cannot supply face masks generally, but
may be able to offer very limited numbers by exception, for a small charge.
13) Provincial advice currently dictates that gloves must not be worn at meetings. Gloves are
known transmitters; hands are far easier to keep clean.
Building Access and Use
14) Only the Secretary, DC and Tyler will be allowed to enter the building more than 15 minutes
ahead of the meeting.
15) All other attendees must be advised ahead of the meeting that they are not permitted to enter
the building until 15 minutes before the meeting.
16) All attendees must on arrival:
a. Use the hand sanitiser at the Masonic entrance, before passing the glass doors near the
display screen.
b. Sign in at the desk provided and leave a contact number (track and trace requirement).
c. Use the hand sanitiser provided on the desk immediately after signing in.
Robing
17) Except for Tylers, use of robing rooms for anything other than access to toilets is prohibited.
18) All members must take their regalia cases directly to the Lodge room allocated for the meeting
and change for the meeting at the place where they intend to sit for the meeting.
19) Tea, Coffee & Bar facilities will not be available before or after your meeting.
20) Masonic Regalia must immediately be taken to cars after the meeting has finished.
21) If there is a need to re-enter the building having deposited regalia in cars this must be by the
Masons’ entrance only and the hand sanitising routine reapplied.

Moving around the Building
22) Please remember compliance with these systems is not optional.
23) As detailed previously, meeting start times will be staggered as a control measure to two groups
from mingling. If, however if two Lodges are in attendance at the same time, members must not
interact or mingle and every precaution will be taken to prevent this from happening.
24) In moving around the building, members must follow any instruction given on signage
throughout. Several areas and walkways have restricted access and may employ a one-way
system or require you to give way to oncoming pedestrians.
25) In particular, please note that all stairways are currently one-way, up or down, not both.
The stairs near the Masons’ entrance are UP only. (Except emergency evacuation)
The stairs between the Flavell Doors and Club bar are UP only. (Except emergency evacuation)
The main central stairs outside the Wilder Suite on the 1st Floor are DOWN only.
26) Bar areas have been set out to enable social distancing; furniture and signage must not be
moved and only allowable seating is to be used.
27) Please follow the instructions issued by staff and do not congregate at the bar and observe the
2m social distancing rules at all times.
Lodge Rooms Arrangements
28) Hand sanitiser have been provided at the entrance to each Lodge Room, please use them before
entering every time.
29) Each Lodge room and common area has been specifically laid out to meet COVID distancing
restrictions. Lodge furniture and the layout must not be moved or changed. If something
absolutely must be moved, before it is moved it must be sanctioned by Sindlesham after a risk
assessed and recorded by Sindlesham staff, including changes for different Orders & layouts.
30) Additionally Lodge Rooms have been set up to facilitate one way in and one way out. The New
Thames Room is temporarily designated a Lodge Room. Those using rooms on the 1st Floor who
require the use of the lift may exit through the room entrance. For all other members:
d. Entrance to the Berkshire is by the door to the corridor, exit is by the emergency door to
the main car park.
e. Entrance to Lodge 2 is by the door to the corridor. Exit is also this way but then through
the Berkshire emergency door to the main car park.
f. Entrance to Lodge 1 is by the door to the corridor. Exit is by the emergency door at the
opposite end, down the stairs to the emergency door to the main car park.
g. Entrance to the Maidenhead Room is by the door to the corridor. Exit is by the
emergency exit and down the stairs to the main car park.
h. Entrance to the New Thames Room is by the corridor door. Exit is by the emergency
door and down the stairs to the main car park.
31) Each room has been set up for a particular Order and cannot be reallocated until the measures
are removed. (Max capacity in brackets)
i. The Berkshire, Lodge 1 and the Maidenhead Room are for Craft Meetings. (30, 28, 22)
j. Lodge 2 is for RA Chapter Meetings. (16)
k. The New Thames Room is for Mark/RAM Meetings. (21)

32) Lodge Tylers can obtain lodge collars etc. from storage areas, but must be the only person to
touch them other than the wearer. We recommend that the Tyler sanitise each collar before
placing it on the chair of the office. If a Tyler is unable to do this, a volunteer is acceptable, but
again, must be the only person to handle them.
33) The Province strongly recommends that if a Lodge owns its collars, that after the first meeting
back, each officer take his collar into his possession temporarily and for the time being, to
minimise the risk of cross contamination.
34) If the Lodge uses shared regalia or furniture it is strongly urged to consider not wearing or using
these for their meeting unless they can be assured that they have been untouched for 72 hours
or more.
35) Lodge Tylers, or a designate are the only ones to put out and return all lodge items including
banners, which must be returned to the same location at the end of the meeting and by the
same person.
36) Sindlesham will sanitise the top surfaces of each pedestal, desk surface or chair arms used
during the meeting before it is used again.
Use of Toilets
37) To meet COVID restrictions, multiple occupancy toilet areas have been assessed for a maximum
number of occupants at any one time. The level of allowable occupancy will be clearly indicated
on or near the door to enter the facility together with a corresponding number of hooks.
l.

When signing in to access the building for the first time after reopening, each member
should take a “token”, which for Sindlesham will be a buff coloured tag with a string
loop. There will be a supply made available alongside the signing in book. He should
retain it for the duration of the visit and any subsequent visits. To prevent cross
contamination it is advisable to write your name on the tag.
m. When using the facility, on entry, each member should look to place their tag on an
empty hook at the entrance, and collect it when exiting.
n. If all the hooks have tags on them, it means the facility is at capacity and he must wait
for someone to exit the facility before he can enter.
38) After using the cubicles, members are required to sanitise it using the wipes and any other
products provided, before vacating the cubicle.

After the Meeting Finishes
39) When the meeting has finished the Lodge Secretary is asked to ensure the use of sanitising
wipes provided to clean the contact points of any furniture used, and to confirm to the duty
manager that this has been done. Secretaries will also be responsible for signing out all members
after the meeting.

Cleaning
40) An increased cleaning regime will be in force when meetings commence, and all common areas
and Lodge Rooms will be sanitised after and or between meetings.

Payment
41) For the foreseeable future, cash will not be accepted in payment for any services. Payment must
be by contactless cards, or for larger amounts by BACS or posted cheques. This will includes food
and drink purchases when these services resume.
42) When bar services resume, these must for the time being be pre-ordered.

Safety of Sindlesham Staff
43) While the safety of our staff is paramount, it is a requirement of their role to ensure that Covid
regulations are followed by members and visitors alike. Please do not put them in a position
where they need to intervene, incurring additional risk to them.
44) As Sindlesham has a legal duty of care to its staff, there will be zero tolerance on this aspect. Any
abuse of staff will be taken very seriously and may also be reported to the Province if
appropriate.
45) All staff will receive training in Covid 19 safety measures prior to returning to front line duties.
We therefore ask that you give offer them every courtesy, follow their instructions and ensure
that all your members abide by social distancing requirements.

